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BOOK REVIEWS
THF. BRrnsn YtAR BooK OF lNTtRNAnO!':AL LAW, 1920-21. Editor., Cyril M.
Picciotto. Editorial Committee, Sir Erle Richards, Prof. A. Pearce Higgins, Sir J olm Macdonell, Sir Cecil Hurst, ancl E. A. Whittuck. London :
Henry Froude and Hodder & Stoughton, 1920. · Pp. viii, 292.
The purpose of the new British Year Book of International Law, as
announced in its introduction, is "to provide scope for well-informed .and
careful contributions to the science of international law, wherein the fruits of
research can be applied to _the problems of the day." This is a fine purpose.
What is more, under such distinguished editorship, it is a purpose which is
certain to produce· something of permanent value. In this first volume the
editors have not only achieved the object of their enterprise;. they have made
the Year Book at the outset a leading publication in the field of international law.
·
The· volume includes brief sketches appropriate to mark the passing ol
some of our greatest contemporary jurists-the late Professor Oppenheim,
Heinrich Lammasch, Thomas J. Lawrence, and Pitt Cobbett. For 'the con-.
venience of specialists it alsci includes useful mechanical features which record
the year's activities in the field by. means of a chronological list of international agreements, a bibliography of current publications, and a brief review
of recent English cases. The
of the book is made up of no less than
.ten papers, most o.f which are of exceptional merit. Three are unsigned. Of
these the leas.t valuable, entitled "The Neutrality of Brazil," presents a very
brief summary of important regulations adopted by the Brazilian Government at the beginning of the World War together with a translation of the
Brazilian Neutrality Regulations of ·August 4, 1914 Another on "Changes
in the Organization of the Foreign and Diplomatic Service" is an interesting
and informing article which may be read with profit by all who are interested
in the improvement of our own foreign service. The third, entitled "The
Leagµe of Nations and the Laws of War," is one of the most stimulating
PilP.ers in the volume. It is non-technical, interesting, and so timely that it
ought to be read by everyone. It offers a vigorous argument against utilizing
the League of Nations to revise and codify the laws of war and neutrality.
The author contends "tliat tlie preoccupation of writers and statesmen with
the laws of war has been a real obstacle to the progre!>s of international law,
and that it is by the development of the law of peace, rather than by renewing
the attempts to codify the law of war, that a stable international system can
be built up by the League of Nations." In America, at a time when it is
seriously urged in influential quarters that instead of advancing t~e idea of a
league of nations we should set another Hague :reace Conference at the
comparatively futile tiusiness of revising the laws of. war and neutrality, an
article as significant as this one ought to have the-widest possible publicity.
The greater part of the Y car Book is devoted to the signed articles which

body
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altogether require somewhat more extended consideration. Professor Higgins' paper on "Submarine Warfare" is probably the least valuable. It is
scholarly enough, as is e¥erything from the pen of the learned writer, but its
approach to the subject seems hopelessly rigid. After an able review of the
general principles of maritime warfare which were formulated by 'sea power
a century ago, the author concludes that "the advent of the submarine does
not require the making of new laws, that the old rules are sufficient, but need
rigid enforcement." For sheer aridity of outlook this would be hard to surpass. "New weapons,'' the author observes, "arc illegitimate if their use
necessarily entails violation of fundamental principles." The ballista, crossbow, arquebus, bayonet, and torpedo, to select a few random illustratiGns,
were all new weapons in their time and were all prohibited with more or less
of appeal to fundamental principles. History is likely to repeat itself in case
of the submarine. Norman Bentwich's article on "The Legal Administration of Palestine Under the British Military Occupation" affords a good descriptive account .of British administration of justice under military occupation. In his paper on "Sovereignty and the League of Nations," Sir Geoffrey
Butler has contributed one of the finest little essays in print upon- an interesting and important subject. In an article entitled '!The Peace Treaty in its
Effects on Private Property," Mr. Ernest J. Schuster presents a good review
of the application and effect of relevant treaty provisions, While discussion
of the effect of such provisions must be at present more or less tentative, the
precedents established in this respecl are so extraordinary that everything
which contributes to illuminate their operation ought to be welcomed., Another question given new prominence in the recent treaties is discussed by
Sir John Macdonell under the title "International Labour Conventions." The
author reviews developments in this field by dividing existing conventions
into classes as follows:
{I) those designed for the protection of cooUe
labourers recruited in the East; (2) those designed for the protection of home
workers against an influx of Asiatic labourers; (3) those intended to equalize
the conditions of native and foreign labourers by extending to foreign workmen the benefits of municipal legislation; (4) those intended to unify labo~r
laws and to improve the conditions of the workers gen-erally; and {S) the
Labour Organization created by the recent treaties of peace.. A good deal of
relatively inaccessible material is conveniently summarized and attention Js
directed to a subject which seems certain to command greater interest in the
future. Perhaps the most useful of the signed papers are "The British Prize
Courts and the War," by Sir Erle Richards, and "The Legal Position of Merchantmen in Foreign Ports and National Waters,'' by Mr. A. H. Charteris.
In the former the author points out that prize law arises out of the inevitable
conflict between belligerent and neutral interests. "The rights of belligerents
in regard to neutral commerce in war are the result of a compromise between
conflicting claims : _the one demanding the right to stop all commerce with
his enemy ; the other asserting the right to carry on his trade with either
belligerent unaffected by hostilities to which he is not a party. But this compromise rests on certain admitted principles; and the question in every case
must be whether a captor has. a right to the condemnation of the captured
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cargo within those principles." As the author demonstrates, in the recent
super-war neutral rights were almost completely subordinated. to belligerent
interest. This·was accomplished by a remarkable extension of rules in regard
to contraband trade, including extensive additions to contraband lists, the
elimination of distinctions between absolute and conditional contraband, and
the development of the doctrine of ultimate destination, by changes in prize
court practice making it much easier for the captor to secure condemnation,
and by an unprecedented extension of the doctrine of retaliation. Sir Ede
Richards' paper presents the best brief review of these important developments in British prize Jaw which the present writer has seen anywhere. The
article by Mr. Charteris is likewise scholarly, well written, and informing.
The legal position of a merchant ship in foreign territorial waters depends
upon which of two rival systems happens to be approved in the foreign state.
The British system, approved in the United States except as. it has been
modified by treaty, is based upon the theory of the complete subjection of the
ship to the territorial jurisdiction. England admits some quilifications as
regards civil jurisdiction in matters not vitally concerning the littoral state,
but insists. that the littoral state is the sole judge. The French system, as
formulated in the famous Avis du Conseil d'Etat of 1800, is founded upon
the renunciation of jurisdiction by the littoral state as regards matters of.
internal discipline and matters which involve no disturbance of the peace of
the port. The 'conflict betweei:i the two systems is of peculiar interest in the
United States where treaties have in some degree confused elements of both.
The matter seems to be ripe for international agreement, and Mr. Charteris
has done· excellent work in preparing the way.
Viewing the Year Book as a whole, it may be observed that the contributors have combined a refreshing positivism, so characteristic of the work
of British writers and jurists, with a fine capacity for the elucidation of
tendencies and principles. The Year Book is not-may it never become 1-a
mere digest of data. The appearance of future volumes will be anticipated
with an eager interest.
EnwIN D. DICKINSON.
F.£D£RAI. INCOMJ; AND PRoFITS T A:icr:s, including Stamp Taxes, Capital Stock
Tax, (1921 Supplement). By George E. Holmes, of the New York Bar.
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1921. Pp. xxiv, 539.
This volume is supplementary to the edition published in 1920, reviewed
in 18 MICH. L. R<.'V. 56g. The newness of many of the problems, as well as
the complexity of the subject, make a careful analysis of the decisions of the
courts and rulings of the Treasury Department peculiarly valuable to practicing lawyers. If a yearly supplement is excusable in any situation, surely
our Federal tax system presents such a case. The work in this supplement
is done in the same style and wi(h "the same care as in the principal work
above referred to.
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Tm: LAW 01' CONTRACTS. Samuel 'Williston, Weld Professor of Law in Harvard University. New York: Baker, Voorhis & Co., 1920. In four volumes. Vol. III, pp. xXii, 2331-3456; Vol. iv, 3457-4182.
Volumes III and IV complete Professor Williston's monumental work on
the law of contracts. The fast two volumes of this treatise have been discussed in the present volume of the MICHIGAN LAW Rsvn:w, pp. 358-362.
Volume IV is occupied entirely by the table of cases and index. Only Volume
III remains to be considered.
The original plan of this work necessitated including a treatment of
specific performance and the application of the rnle as to damages for breach
of contract to particular cases both of which subjects are to be found in
Volume III. Few will look here for assistance when working on a problem
in specific performance and the same is true, though to a less degree, of a
prnblem in the law of damages. A general statement of the law as to the
measure of damages such as is contained in Chapter xxxvi of Volume III
i's well placed in a general treatise on the Jaw of contracts.
A considerable part of this volume is devoted to the circumstances invalidating or qualifying the effect of a contract, viz., fraud, mistake, duress
and illegality. As an accurate statement of the law on these four subjects,
Professor Williston's work is scarcely to be improved by one having the
benefits of his tabor to begin with, much less by one starting the task anew.
His analysis of the legal doctrines underlying the subject of illegality is most
seai:-ching and helpful. The wisdom of the social policies which our rules
relating to illegality embody is, of course, not considered in any part of tltis
work, and it is at least interesting to observe that it is not treated anywhere
else. We know little or nothing about it. "As it is now, we rely upon tradition, or vague sentiment, or the fact that we never thought of any other way
of doing things, as our only warrant for rules which we enforce with as much
confidence as if they embodied revealed wisdom," is a quotation from Mr.
Justice Holmes which is in p.Oint. It truthfully can be added that no one
seems to have any notions as to how to go about finding out something about
these matters nor even as to what class of institutions should be expected to
do this work. An attempt by Professor Williston to treat these broad questions of social policy would have been as much out of place in a treatise
planned as his is as the foregoing remarks are out of place in a review of it.
Volume III contains an exhaustive statement of the law of discharge of
contracts. Great accuracy is everywhere evident. Of particular utility is the
discussion of the statutes of limitations.
It is believed that no single piece of work in any of these volumes is
equal to that on rescission and restitution for a breach of contract. Although
working with the imperfect tools of an uncertain terminology, the product is
a model in text book writing.
As a by-product of the author's struggle with the theoretical aspects of
anticipatory breach, one gets a fairly adequate notion of what the law on
this subject is but one is sometimes at a loss to understand why the doctrine
involved is found to be so objectionable. True, the objections which he
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raises are too substantial to be disposed of in a few sentences in a review,
but the doctrine must be recognized as the prevailing one and must be lived
with some way. There may be some compensation in reflecting that, after
all, the time at which a promisor is to perform an act is merely one of the
attendant circumstances in whic'1 he is to perform. Among other such is
often- the antecedent or contemporaneous performance of some act by the
promisee. If a duty inchoate because of the latter is rendered absolute by
the promisor's reoudiation, why may it not be al~o if inchoate because of the
former?
lURMA?i 0UPBAN'T.
Unh1ersity of Chicago Law School.

